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Running with *United States v. Totaro*: Should Divorce Law Preserve Innocent Non-owner Spouses’ Rights in Property Subject to Federal Criminal Forfeiture?

MATTHEW JORDAN COCHRAN

This article examines the question of whether state divorce law should be used to carve out non-forfeitable property rights for innocent spouses—even those without legal title, or those whose title did not vest prior to their spouse’s illegal conduct. The author believes the divorce law analogy seems to present a promising means to an important end, but added scrutiny suggests it is beset by a number of legal and practical complexities.

Adrienne and Ronald Totaro owned a lot in rural western New York. In 1974, they both took out mortgages to fund construction of their country home on the property. After Ronald filed for bankruptcy in 1977, Adrienne managed to obtain full legal title to the property. In 1984, Ronald began to implement an unlawful racketeering scheme and funneled illicit funds into Adrienne’s checking account, from which she made the mortgage payments. Not surprisingly, when Ronald was later convicted of violating the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (“RICO”) Act, the government sought to forfeit the Totaros’ country home as property “maintained” with Ronald’s unlawful proceeds. The question for the Eighth Circuit’s appellate court was what law to con-
sult in dividing Ronald’s interest in the property from that of his innocent spouse—and it settled on “divorce law.” The court explained that

the relationship of divorcees is analogous to the relative positions of the parties here. The government is stepping into Ronald’s shoes and claiming his interest, and its interests are decidedly adverse to Adrienne’s. By referring to [state] divorce law, the district court should be able to determine what Adrienne’s interests in the property are, forfeit everything else, and thereby adhere to both the letter and spirit of the forfeiture statute without penalizing or punishing the Totaros for remaining married. Proceeding in this manner also accomplishes the primary purpose of [18 U.S.C.] § 1963, which is to forfeit all of Ronald’s interest in the property.

The court thus assumed that if the Totaros had divorced prior to Ronald’s crimes, part of the property would have gone to Adrienne in a division of the marital estate. Otherwise, there would be little reason to characterize forfeiture as “punishing the Totaros for remaining married.”

If the divorce analogy is sound, why should the federal judiciary not take this reasoning and run with it—even in cases where the defendant’s spouse was not so fortunate as to secure legal title to the property, like Adrienne did? This article examines that very question: whether state divorce law should be used to carve out non-forfeitable property rights for innocent spouses—even those without legal title, or those whose title did not vest prior to their husbands’ illegal conduct. The divorce law analogy seems to present a promising means to an important end, but added scrutiny suggests it is beset by a number of legal and practical complexities.

Note that while it is certainly possible that the innocent spouse would be male and the racketeering convict would be female, statistics indicate that such a scenario is virtually unheard-of. Consequently, the following discussion assumes any innocent spouse is the wife of a male convict.

BACKGROUND

Ever since RICO was first proposed as part of the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970, a diverse group of voices has expressed concern
over its innovative crime-fighting provisions. The American Civil Liberties Union feared the new law would overshoot mobsters and drug syndicates, wrongly targeting even “the corner grocer [who] might accept money for food from people whom he knew to have been involved with the Mafia.” The Bar Association of the City of New York feared RICO would “sweep far beyond the field of organized crime.” Academics later decried the law as “legislation on the cheap” and “an attempt to use one statute to solve all the evils of society.” Of course, as RICO’s drafters candidly acknowledged, “Congress never intended to restrict its application to the Mob.” Federal courts have certainly recognized as much.

But surprisingly, hardly anyone specifically attacked RICO’s forfeiture provisions prior to its enactment, and the few contentions that did surface were for the most part misguided. The New York County Lawyers Association, for example, wrongly believed the law sought “forfeiture of the racketeer’s estate” and thus ran afoul of statutes forbidding any conviction to “work corruption of blood or any forfeiture of estate.” Several congressmen seem to have agreed. Their reaction is perhaps understandable in light of the fact that, up until that time, criminal forfeiture—as opposed to civil—“had actually been prohibited in the United States.” But more justifiable was these dissenters’ uneasiness concerning the vague, cursory provision made for protecting “the rights of innocent persons.” Leaving forfeiture’s impact on innocent parties to the discretion of the Attorney General must have seemed little better than leaving it to the auspices of the feudal-era Crown.

Criminal forfeiture statutes have since evolved to include special procedures by which third parties can challenge the forfeiture of property in which they have superior title or of which they were bona fide purchasers. As concerns the rights of innocent spouses, however, early doubts have been at least partially validated. Some federal circuit courts have shielded from forfeiture the innocent spouse’s interest in community property and in property held with the defendant as tenants by the entirety. But other circuits have been less deferential to state property law, holding entireties interests, “homestead” property, and rights obtained by divorce decree are nevertheless vulnerable to forfeiture. Surveying this case law,
one commentator has complained that federal criminal forfeiture is inconsistent and unpredictable, to the hazard of innocents.27 Another writer has suggested such problems could be mitigated by incorporating into criminal forfeiture the “innocent owner” defense available under civil forfeiture statutes.28 Others, contending that these statutes inspire judicial confusion and are laden with due process pitfalls, recommend balancing government and private interests to minimize any deprivation of rights.29

But critics of the criminal forfeiture scheme ignore what is already a very clear (albeit very grim) consistency in the law: if the innocent spouse does not own the subject property in more than a nominal sense, she can have no hope of preventing its forfeiture to the government.30 There is nothing confusing about that. Even in Totaro, for example, legal title to the property had been vested in Adrienne since before her husband’s crimes began.31 The Eighth Circuit had no occasion to address whether its divorce law analogy should extend beyond the ownership focused framework of RICO forfeiture to preserve non-legal interests. Indeed, there seems to be no historical justification for offering protection against forfeiture to spouses who are not at least innocent “joint owners” of the property.32

Yet a well-developed body of law shows that when spouses go their separate ways, there is ample reason to ignore questions of legal title in dividing the marital estate. Virtually every state in the nation uses some system of equitable distribution,33 wherein property acquired separately or jointly becomes marital property upon divorce and is apportioned between the former spouses by a judge.34 By requiring judges to give weight to the contributions of the homemaker spouse and not just the breadwinner, equitable distribution and community property regimes address the hardship historically imposed on women by division of property according to title.35 This worthy policy objective should also find expression in criminal forfeiture law.

What follows is an examination of the merits and difficulties of the analogy at which the Totaro court only hinted: putting the government in the defendant’s shoes and treating the RICO conviction as a divorce, upon which the court must divide any forfeit portion of the marital estate between the government and its “former spouse.”36
EVALUATING THE DIVORCE LAW ANALOGY

Taking *United States v. Totaro* and running with it certainly seems justified by fairness considerations. Where family law entitles couples to expect that equity will recognize their investments in marriage’s economic partnership, it would be unfair for forfeiture to leave an innocent, non-owner spouse in worse position than she would occupy if the disruption of her marriage were voluntary. The inequity of such a result would be particularly acute in jurisdictions where courts have refused to forfeit property won by the innocent spouse in a *pre*-conviction distribution of the marital estate as part of a divorce action.37

The divorce law approach also appears justified on a conceptual level. As the Ninth Circuit observed, “[s]tate law determines whether [third parties] have a property interest, but federal law determines whether or not that interest can be forfeited.”38 If this is true, only the most myopic of jurists could purport to identify property rights under “state law” yet ignore the very interests that would be recognized through an equitable distribution in that state. The greater question is what rules should constitute the “federal law” by which property can be deemed forfeit.

So is there any *statutory* justification—setting aside jurisdictional questions for the moment39—for treating criminal forfeiture as an occasion for equitable distribution? If the innocent spouse is allowed to benefit from the same legal fiction enjoyed by the government, the answer might be yes. According to RICO, the moment Ronald Totaro committed the first of his racketeering crimes, “[a]ll right, title, and interest in property [maintained with the proceeds of that crime] vest[ed] in the United States.”40 Congress has thus codified an odd fiction known as the “relation-back doctrine,” a concept formerly reserved for civil *in rem* forfeitures.41 If the government’s title in the property relates back to the time of the crime, then the innocent spouse’s equitable interest—which normally would vest only upon divorce and property distribution—should relate back as well, to the extent she was making contributions to the marriage at that time. For purposes of her third party challenge under § 1963(l), this would mean the wife’s “right, title, or interest was vested in [her] rather than the defendant or was superior to [his] right, title, or interest. . .at the
time of the commission of the acts which gave rise to the forfeiture.”42

Assuming *arguendo* that a federal court would be justified—at least as a preliminary matter of fairness, concept, and statutory construction—in applying the divorce analogy to such a forfeiture, the question becomes whether this approach is prudent and practicable.

**Enhanced Fairness and Precision**

The divorce law approach to federal criminal forfeiture would effectively replace the title-based legal considerations spelled out in § 1963(l) and analogous statutes with a merit-based equitable analysis. This innovation would bring about at least two desirable consequences.

First, as suggested above, an innocent spouse would no longer be left out in the cold merely because she was not fortunate enough to hold some sort of legal title to the forfeit property. However, she would not automatically be entitled to, say, a one-half interest. Rather, her share would be determined based on the extent of her contributions to the marriage, her ability to support herself, and other equitable factors.43

For example, suppose a seasoned criminal entrepreneur manages to marry a young lady just out of college. For all she or anyone else knows, he is a successful restaurant owner. She comes to live with him in the sprawling mansion he built using the proceeds of his flourishing criminal enterprise. They have several children, whom she spends the next two decades raising as a dedicated homemaker. Her husband is then convicted under RICO, and the government seeks to forfeit the home. Rather than simply declare the woman to have no interest savable under § 1963(l)(6)(A), the district court would award her an interest commensurate with her contribution to the marriage, ascribing value to her twenty years of homemaking and considering all relevant factors, including her sacrifice of career opportunities and limitations on her ability to earn an income independent of her husband.

Moreover, the existence of significant marital assets *other* than the property subject to forfeiture could be considered in determining the extent of the innocent spouse’s entitlement to property targeted by the government, and would likely militate against divesting the government of that property. For instance, a “trophy” wife who raised no children and was herself a “trust-fund baby” would be unlikely to be awarded an interest in the property (to
which she otherwise lacks title) simply by virtue of her husband’s crimes. Thus, it seems an equitable distribution analysis could bring fairness—but a precise, cautious fairness—to the harsh spectacle of forfeiture.

Second, application of the divorce law analogy in cases where the innocent spouse does have title might serve to frustrate the evasive efforts of more thoughtful criminals, who might attempt to shield their assets from the government simply by transferring some form of title to their spouse prior to engaging in their criminal enterprise. The current statutes reward careful planning by wrongdoers who anticipate forfeiture: as long as the spouse’s interest in the property becomes “vested” or “superior to” that of the prospective racketeer before his crimes begin, the government cannot forfeit that property even if it is later “maintained” with drug money.44

For example, it is possible that a man planning to start a life of interstate crime might first decide to buy a splendid home with his wife as tenants by the entirety. He knows that even if he is someday convicted, he will still be able to enjoy possession of the house with his wife when he gets out of jail—thanks to her entireties interest, which cannot be forfeit.45 But if the divorce analogy governed criminal forfeiture, the mere fact of her legal title would not be determinative. Instead, her interest in the property would be preserved only to the extent it is validated by equitable distribution considerations.46 This would discourage sham marriages and the evasive titling of property by fastidious criminals,47 for the defendant would only be allowed to benefit from the innocence of his spouse if she was actually a participant in the marital economic partnership (as opposed to a mere placeholder). Of course, divesting the spouse of an interest in property to which she lawfully and innocently holds title—just because she did not contribute an equivalent share of resources or other support to the marriage—would certainly raise eyebrows. But this sort of thing already takes place in the civil in rem forfeiture context, where proceedings against property can result in the forfeiture of even an innocent owner’s property without violating her right to due process.48

Problems of Implementation and Policy

Though the divorce analogy would likely yield important results, the legal, practical, and prudential obstacles to its implementation are not in-
significant. An initial problem is that it is unclear whether federal courts have jurisdiction to conduct an equitable distribution-like analysis, even for purposes of adjudicating congressionally sanctioned claims such as those brought by innocent spouses or other third parties under § 1963(l). The statutes’ succinct language speaks only of a petitioner’s “legal right, title, or interest” and does not appear to invite a court to exercise equity powers in “amend[ing] the order of forfeiture in accordance with its determination.” Yet one might argue that because Congress has explicitly withheld jurisdiction over state law matters in other statutes, its failure to do so in the forfeiture context should not be read as intent to forbid the divorce analysis. Even assuming such reasoning is persuasive, however, federal courts will remain careful to “avoid entangling [themselves] in family law matters best left to state court.” Indeed, even the Totaro court has been criticized for “deciding to graft federal common law rules onto state property law,” so perhaps the expanded divorce analogy posited here is even more suspect. But although the validity of federal common law continues to receive vigorous debate, precedent certainly exists for judicial creation of rules by virtue of powers implied by federal statutes.

Another significant concern is whether it would be practicable for federal judges to engage in the complex weighing of equities called for under the distribution scheme of a given jurisdiction. While a federal trial court would certainly be competent to research and apply state law to a controversy, the necessarily fact intensive nature of an equitable distribution analysis would make a § 1963(l)-type proceeding almost unrecognizable. The inquiry would change from a simple chronology of property interests to a broad examination of each spouse’s finances, earning ability, domestic contributions, family history, and the like. The longer the marriage and the greater the extent and diversity of assets, the more involved the proceeding would become. In contrast, the ancillary proceeding provided for in the criminal forfeiture statutes is supposed to take place in short order: within thirty days of the third party’s petition. Of course, at least the requisite valuation of forfeit property would not be an undertaking unfamiliar to courts hearing such third-party challenges.

In addition to increasing the burden on judicial resources, imple-
menting this divorce simulation would effectively reapportion the innocent spouse’s statutory burden of proof. Currently, third-party petitioners must prove their vested or superior interest by a preponderance of the evidence. The government may—but need not—present a rebuttal case. But the divorce law approach would appear to create a burden of proof for the government as well; for if only the innocent spouse presents evidence of the property to which equity entitles her, the government risks a result that reflects inflated, subjective characterizations of the wife’s contributions—a true gamble. Furthermore, assuming the government would want to demonstrate that she contributed less to the marriage than she claimed, it would soon find itself in the very odd position of trying to prove that the criminal spouse—who the government just convicted for racketeering—was a better provider and a more valuable asset to the marriage than his innocent wife. The divorce analogy would thus transform a relatively brief, straightforward statutory process into something more onerous (at least from the government’s standpoint) than Congress ever intended.

Perhaps the most obvious practical problem with the divorce analogy relates to the matter of the defendant spouse’s prison sentence. The idea, of course, is that his conviction should be treated like a divorce that triggers an equitable distribution of the forfeit property. But if he will only be “separated” from his innocent spouse for a brief period (due to a lenient sentence, for example), salient questions of the wife’s economic need or independent earning ability must be limited by the term of his imprisonment. A five-year sentence is distinguishable from an absolute divorce, and this difference threatens to throw the analogy into disarray. For instance, does equity entitle the innocent spouse to a one-half interest in a seven million dollar condo bought with illicit money if her enterprising husband will soon be out of prison, able to provide for her again? Adding this question of time to the equitable distribution calculus would profoundly augment an already-tedious determination.

More importantly, should a criminal be permitted to invest unlawful proceeds in costly property, let the court award his innocent spouse an equitable share of that property, and then get out of jail and enjoy the remaining fruits of his illicit business with his loyal wife? Such “fruits” might include his wife’s undivided interest in the property (in which the
government also holds an interest), or even his wife's portion of the proceeds from a sale of the forfeit property. Of course, anything purchased using proceeds from the sale of the wife's equitable interest could itself be described as property "derived from . . .proceeds [the husband] obtained, directly or indirectly, from racketeering." But res judicata as well as constitutional protections against double jeopardy would likely prevent the government from taking another swipe at the new property, despite its somewhat unwholesome pedigree.

At the very least, it seems there is some potential for effective anticipation of the divorce analogy by criminals hoping to take advantage of their wives' innocence. It is therefore possible that implementation of the divorce analogy would frustrate Congress's objectives by converting a wife's innocence into a virtual safe-haven for her husband's ill-gotten gains, diminishing the deterrent and remedial effect of the criminal forfeiture statutes.

CONCLUSION

Although there are compelling reasons for honoring contributions to the marriage made by a RICO or other criminal's innocent non-owner spouse, practical and policy considerations may make an equitable distribution approach to criminal forfeiture unwieldy. If Congress, however, is willing to acknowledge the merits of the Totaro court's divorce analogy, perhaps that worthy innovation will be successfully wedded to the existing forfeiture regime, with the benefit of legislative precision.
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